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ABSTRACT

There is no well known kinematic theory of masses which can be

used to compute masses of observed particles. The theory of mass of

Conformal Relativity in 5-dimensions does promise to fulfill this need.

Here we apply its theoretical results to hadrons and successfully fit their

masses with a universal length «, (the size of the 5 dimension ) of

1.36 Fermi. Our fitting scheme shows a trend from which we can predict

the observed masses. We conjecture about reasons our fitting distinguishes

between hadrons in terms of their quark composition. The value of i

suggests physical interpretations and possible means of detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are well known theories which can predict, with various degrees

of success, the masses of observed particles. In general, these are

calculated by evaluating mass shifts of some initial '"inre" masses (e.g.,

bag models), by breaking some internal symmetry (e.g., B-fold way), and/or

by means of the Higgs mechanism (e.g. Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model). None

of these theories, however, are able to predict the bare masses, the single

scaling mass, or whatever input parameters are used to compute the observed

masses. In other words, these are not kinematic theories of mass. Conformal

Relativity in 5-Dimensions (CR) does promise to fill this vacuum for it

predicts massless fields as well as infinite massive "family-fields". All
p

members of each family-field share the same I(J ) and their kinematic masses

are proportional to zeros of some Bessel functions. This version of conformal

relativity, the work of R.L. Ingraham,is synthethized in ref.(l) and presented

in detail in refs. (2) to (8) and (12). Please note that all other known

versions of conformal relativity act on a 4-Dimensional Minkowski space and,

because they lack the extra degree of freedan X (the 5 dimension ), their

(*)
field equations have only p massless solution . Kaluza-Klein theories,

through more or less the same mechanism as CR, also generate kinematic masses,

the so- called infinite mass towers. These particles are designed to be of the

order of Planck mass so as to correspond to very massive particles which are

expected to decouple from the low-energy regime states

In CR the conformal group C acts on a 5-dimensional Riemannian space

V mapped stereographically onto some protective space RP (Ingraham

labels it M 5 ) . The "angle" element of V is d 6 = - ̂ ( d x - dt + dX. ),

A 4 0. We refer the reader to ref. (7) for a sketch and ref.(2) for a

complete treatment of the geometry

(•) For work on these versions see, e.g. refs.(9) and (10).

(*•) For a recent analysis of Kaluza-Klein theories, see ref.(11).

(•*•) In addition the the theory of mass, several other topics have been

investigated within the framework of CR, namely, internal symmetries,interactions.

general CR, theory of coupling constants , and some aspects of the theory of

electromagnetism
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In section II we present the main results of the kinematic theory of

masses in CE. Although there is no apriori bias in CR to what type of

particles the mass spectra correspond to, we show in section III that CR

seems to be taylored to the description of hadrons. In section IV we carry out

a mass-fitting procedure based on some hypotheses and show the results

pointing out certain patterns. In section V we draw conclusions and make

th
conjectures about the validity of our assumptions, the size i of the 5

dimension the peculiarities in the fitting of hadrons and their quark

composition, and the predictive power of the theory mass in CR.

II. SKETCH OF THE MASS THEORY OF CR

Here we collect and clarify theoretical results of CR pertinent to its

prediction of kinematic masses. We need this to define our notation and to

formulate and interpret our fitting, CR ' postulates that whatever

species of particles are predicted, these are realized as fields F belonging

to irreducible unitary representation (IURS) of C. Hence they are solutions

to the Casimir eigenvalue equation

(2.1)

Here Qt(<]|} *-n the casimir operator (eigenvalue) and F is a general

C-Irreducible tensor field. These free-field equations (FFEte) are formulated

in the projective formalism where the mathematics is ouch simpler, e.g. ,

c-transformations are linear and covariant derivatives are ordinary derivatives.

The FFEs are eventually written entirely in the language of V for

(»)
it is here where physical interpretation can be made . When the massive

FFEs are solved the solutions (C-Irreducible tensors) are of the form

AJ
( 2. 2 )

(*) cf. discussion on p. 204 of ref. (7).
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or simple linear combinations of terms like (2.2). Here p = g pM pV ,
2 p v Vv pv '

X = gyv X X ' g 5 <*iag<+ + +• -)1, * is the "fifth coordinate", m is

the mass, and 13 is some power correlated to the Eessel function J

We refer to v as the wave function (w.f.) order. The mass spectra is

obtained when

(i) C-symmetry is broken by giving x an upper bound

I * ! < t , x 4- o (2-3)

(ii) by requiring that the unitary norm be positive definite

(i) and (ii) together impose the boundary conditions

v i - 1 (real orders)

and

= O
2it

(2.4)

5 )

7 is some Bessel order defined below. Equation (2.4) implies that each

FF, associated with a given particle species, is actually a family-field.

That is each massive solution is an infinite set of mass states; a ground

state <i = 1) and an infinite number of "elementary" resonances, all have

the same spin, and their masses are proportional to the zeros of some Bessel

function. v is called the spectral order and is such that

* V*
(2.6)

(•) In refs. (l) to (8) \ is such that; 0 < X < l , X 4 0. Here and

in ref. (13) we take |x | < I, X £ 0. This change leads to some restrictions

on the LU.f. orders of the bosons, see below.



Here j . is the i zero of J ,

" 1 "

v , v + 1, or v - 1 ) and

"-1 th d "
j 1 , is the i zero of —J (z) . For future reference, we abbreviate
^,1 dz v

this to

V —
(2.7)

Thus, given a w.f. order v , associated with some particle species,

its corresponding (mass) spectral order v can be any of the four choices

in eqn. (2.6). Actually, for fermions (at least for J = % and 3/2 fields).

+ 1 •
(2.3)

However if
13)

, then

\> is even >, 0 for J = 0 bosons and

is odd 1 for J - i bosons
(2.9)

Ingraham ' ' claims that each massive family is characterized by

a certain value of spin, isospin and parity. This assertion may give the

impression that all three quantum numbers, and not just spin, are automatically

fixed by the choice of C-IUE. We wish to clarify this point here. When a

given (C-IUR) equation is to be solved our only choice is on the spin

content and thus the general solution is good for all fields of some J. On
8)

the other hand, it is shown that a spinorial index of an C-irreducible

tensor field can be firmly interpreted as a I - % object. However, this

interpretation must be dropped if we wish to associate I = 0,1 or

something else besides I = \, with a spinor field. This can be done but

then the attribution of isospin is non universal. It must be made on an

individual basis and different isospin attributions to spinor may impose

different conditionson their corresponding w.f. and spectral orders. With
5 a P -

respect to parity, a V vector f (a= 1,2 5} comprises a J = 1
V 5 (*) C^R

4-vector f and a 0 4- pseudoscalar f . Similarly a tensor f

(*) This was learned from a private communication with R,L. Ingraham.
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comprises 0 , 1 , and 2 spin-parities. And so on. The spinor as usual has

no definite parity. These parities are mathematical parities which arise

from the parity transformation in V ,

7T -. •HL. •=• _ A
(2.10)

Now, the intrinsic physical parity is unambiguously assigned on the basis of

(*)

the matrix elements of an interaction . Moreover the form of the inter-

action Lagrangians in CR allows us to predict that for every boson of type
P -P

J there is one of type J with same kinematic mass spectra and related
coupling constants

In summary, each massive solution is composed of a ground state plus

an infinite number of resonances, all with same spin and isospin, possibly

(**)
other internal quantum numbers , and both parities. However, the

isospin is not fixed by the choice of the spin.

N.B. Although these solutions are not conformally invariant once they attain :

discrete mass spectrum (cf. (2.3)), we shall refer to them as conformal

families.

This completes the presentation of the concept we need here. Note

that the theory makes no a priori assumption as to what kind of physical

particles the mass spectra (2.4) corresponds to. Since these fields are

solutions to (conformal) IURS it would be natural to want to identify them

with the widely accepted elementary particles, namely quarks and leptons.

However, since these structures do not show the quasi-uniformity and the

grouping characteristic of conformal families CR does not seem appropriate

for describing its mass spectra. Quasi-uniform mass spectra for particles
p

sharing the ssmel(j ) do show in hadrons, most evidently on baryons, e.g.,

(•) E6f. (14) explains this "rule" in subsect. 2.11.

(*•) This conjecture is based on the observation that one of the (linearly

independent) elements of the spin algebra is a good quantum number and in

general the spin algebra induced by PP is richer than that induced by

Minkowski space (Dirac matrices).



N(.94), N(1.44), etc. and 4(1.23), 4(1.60) ... 4(1.94). In the next

section we show that this is a general feature of all hadrons.

III. HADRON DATA

Tables3.1 and 3.2 group observed hadrons into "candidate" families

for CR, characterized by the quantum numbers: I (J)Cn, where I= isospin;

G =G parity; J=spin; and C n = charge conjugation (n for neutral). The only

observed nonstrange baryons are the conventionally labelled Ns: 1 = 2 , all

half-integer valueB of J; and fl : I = 3/2, all half-integer values of J.

In this work we define the nucleon (delta) family by the J value corresponding

to the lightest N(4). Thus, the N-family is defined by I(J) = %(%) and

the A -family by I(J) « 3/2(3/2) . Similarly we define the strange.

families A , I , and 3 by I(J) = 0{%) , iVi), and %(.)£), respectively.

Baryons with values of J different from the ones defining the families

above either belong to other conformal-families (c.f. N.B. pag. 6) or might

(**)
be explained by bootstrap dynamics . We have not presented these in

tables 3.1 and 3.2. For the same reason we have excluded those mesons with

J values > 2. Other observed hadrons not shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 are

the charmed mesons and charmed S = - 2 baryons. Presently these are not

suitable for fitting for there is only one (observed •) member per family

and hence there is no clue as to whether they are ground state or (mass)

resonances.

Note in tables 3.1 and 3.2 that within most observed hadron families,

there occur particles in pairs with nearly the same mass but opposite

parity. See for example n'(.96), S (.97) and N(1.44), N(1.53) in Table

3.1; A U . 8 0 ) , A (1.82) and t (1.75), t (1.77) in table 3.2. This

feature is compatible with the prediction (cf. below (2.8)) that for every

(*) This is regrouped from the Particle data group

(*•) See for example, M. Jacob and G.F. Chew, Strong Interaction Physics.

(W.A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1964).

particle of type J there is one of type J~ with the same kinematic

m a B S a n d related coupling constants. We refer to these as parity-twins.

With regard to our definition of conformal-families we note that,

according to (2.5), there is an infinite number of resonant states (members)

per each family-Nature's restriction to a few observable resonances may be

explained by noting that the width of a resonance is larger the larger its

mass. Consequently it appears that higher mass resonances overlap and

eventually wash each other out.

IV MASS FITTING

In the previous section it was shcwri ttiat all observed hadrcns can be acccmotfated into

candidate conformal families. The fitting is incomplete because CR, as it

stands, does not predict a unique assignment: spectral order ~?< d—? particle-

family. The spectral order (or equivalently, the isass spectrum) must be

specified in order to carry out numerical calculations. We propose to start

our mass fitting with the 0 -vector family for in this case there are

strong physical motivations which suggest that its w.f. order v- be

equal to 1. These motivations are based on the following 3 observations'*':

A) It can be shown in a straightforward manner (using the various equatian&of

ref. (8) to change orders of covariant derivatives)that the vector free-field

equations can be put in the U(l) gauge-invariant form

f (4.1)

iff, the vector w.f. order v - 1. In other words, f with (v = 1) is

gauge boson, massless or massive' , which admits a U(l) gauge group.

(*) Private communication with R.L. Ingraham.

(**)Ref.(5) section 2 shows how gauge boson in CR can be massive while

preserving perfect gauge invariance.

_ 7 -
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This (gauge invariant) form is highly desirable, for it has been shown

(ref.(6)) that C. arises also as a gauge boson in the local C-symmetry,

Therefore, a solution to the vector FFE in CR is the same vector field

found in the Einstein-type field equations for a curved RP manifold.

B) It can easily be shown that the vector FFE5 provide a solution of

the form

(4.2)

where r is the radial distance from the origin, only in the case v =1.

This Coulomb-type of solution with a cut-off permits a "mathematically well

defined classical charged particle equation of motion including the self-

(*)
force, radiation reaction, e.m. mass ...."

C) The massless solutions of the vector free-field equations are of

1+V 1-V
the form $ a \ or x . If this massless vector field is to be

interpreted as the photon, it must be X -independent in order to ensure

the observed universality of the e.m. coupling . Clearly, \> = 1

satisfies the physical requirement. Thus, the massive U(l) gauge vector

boson and the photon share the same w,f. order.

Now,we want our vector field to enjoy these features so we assign it

the w.f, order \J = 1, There are four vector conformal families ( p , " ,

D and k). We shall see at the end of our fitting that all four are best fitted

if \) = 1. So, arbitrarily , we start with the p-family field.

According to eqn.(2.7) the spectral order of the p-family \L

is still not fixed; it could be 0, 1, 2, or I1. In order to select the

correct one we need to know how the experimental mass m is given in

terms of the kinematic masB m l n. We lack this knowledge and the best we
kin

can do here is to assume some type of relationship between m and mass

shifts in,

(•> Ref. (12) p. 294.

(**) E.g., the e.m. coupling between electrons is the same as the e.m.

coupling between protons. See ref.(5) p. 178,for details.

We hypothesize that the mass shifts are negligible compared to their

kinematic masses. That is, we simply make the ansatz

(4.3)

and test it to see whether (the theory of mass in) CR giveB a good fit.

To find the best fit for the 0 -family according to ansatz (4.3)

we compute the ratios

(4.4)

where i = 1 refers to the lightest member of the y—family, i = 2 to the

next more massive, and so on. Since this family shows two obvious parity

twins we assign them the same zero. See table 4.1. From this table we note

that case v o = 2 gives an average ratio m /j = m /m. 1 = 145 GeV
f i 2, i i i

which is pretty much constant for all memberjof the 0 -family. See fig. 4.1

Thus, it follows from (4.3) that

-1

* e.89 1.5)

with

give the best fit according to ansatz (4.3). «e wish to postpcne comments on

the size of 1 till we have fitted the reBt of the hadrons. To do this we

search for a set of spectral order which best satisfy our hypothesis

{ m/m << 1 with a universal I 5! 1.36 F subject to the following

conditions.

i) assign first (Bessell zero of each family to lightest observed

nd
member, the 2 zero to the next one heavier, and so on;

ii) assign same zero to obvious parity twins;

iii) assign different zeros to particles with same parity even

though they may have cloBe mass values; and

- 9 - - 10 -



(•)
iv) assign lower spectral orders to lighter hadrons

Moreotver , for simplicity, we start with only integer orders

These rules make the assignment of zeros unambiguous except for those

(**)

excited states whose masses are so large that it is not obvious whether

they are the 5 , 6 , or so zero. In this case we calculate various ratios

and see which one gives the best fit.Fig. 4.2 makes this clear for the case

of the n -family. This figure shows, in addition to the best fit, the

next best fits for comparison purposes. Figure 4.2 does not show plots of

"derivatives ratios"

fittings than that for the f-family (cf, Fig. 4.1(d)). It is clear, by

inspection of these plots that the best fit is clearly given by

m . / j ' .; these always display similar or worse

Note that the 1 member of the pion family „ (.14) is the only particle

i, = .146. Thus, it shows

ir (.14) the rest of the particlejof Fig. 4.2 fit

kin

which does not at all fit the straight line

as abnormally light in this theory too.

Ignoring the pion

very well the hypothesis S m << m width a universal j, = 1.36 F.

The rest of the nonstrange hadrons, the w and D families are special

cases we wish to discuss separately. Plots (a), (b), and (c) of fig. 4,3

show the best ( "u = z) and next best fits of the u -family. The
ID

lines connecting numbers guide the eyes through various fitting possibilities

consistent with rules (i) to (iv ) above. Inspection of fig. 4.3 (b)

shows that the ii particles cannot be fitted very well . For economy of

space the fitting of the upsilon (also members of the candidate UJ -family)

is not shown here. They also give a similar (bad) fit to the f '5 . if

(•) This follows from property: j and assumption
exp kin

Jv,i ' J« +l,i -•- " - " ""

(**) We shall see at the end of our fitting that inclusion of non-integer

Bessel orders is not expected to improve tha fitting significantlyjmoreover we

hope that the exclusion of non-integer orders can be proved from general

principles.
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these particles were excluded from the u -family, the fit would improve

considerably.

In the next section we consider of possible explanations for this

bad fitting. Here we just recall that the + C[ ) have

cc(bb)-quark composition, whereas the rest of the nonstrange hadrons are

composed of u + d quarks only. With respect to the D-family, we note that

if the lightest observed "D-particle" D(1.285) is considered as the ground-

state then the best fitting is obtained with v = 4 (see plots (d), (e)

and (f) of fig. 4.3). However, if D(1.285) is taken as the 2 member

we get the plot (g) of fig. 4.3. By comparing plots (e) and (g) we see that

plot (g) gives a better fit. This corresponds to the assignment v = 2

and so all the vector nonstrange mesons ("• , r> > D) show the same spectral

order, and hence they can all be U(l) gauge bosons (cf. beginning of this

section).

In summary, the nonstrange-hadrons can be fitted very well into our

scheme with "v - 0, \i -1, \T = yL. = "v =2, C =3, v - 4 and
IT n iii P D N A

universal t, = 1.36 F.

Similarly, under the same scheme, the set of spectral orders for the

strange hadrons giving the best fit is

M = 1, v = 2, v . 3 and v = 4
k 0 A I

However, ss one can judge from fig. 4.4, the fitting is not as good,

as for the nonstrange hadrons. To quantify this statement we have computed

the variance

( T % CN-
, t

for each family with corresponding best fitted spectral order. See table

4.2 . This shows that, with the exception of the IT and k-families,

(*) This implies that a particle with quantum numbers I (J)Cn = 0 (1)

and mass x . 74 GeV should be observed in experiment.

- 12 -



strange hadrons do not fit our assumption {i << m
" m

nonstrange hadrons.

as well aB the

We now point out a pattern which we have discovered; all the nonstrange

hadrons which lie noticeably below the Line I .145 GeV in the best

fits decay partially into strange hadrons. Noticeably, the * (1.02)

particle (see plot (b) fig.3). decays dominantly (,3 75%) into K K and

K K » > .
L s

Finally we remarke on the size of *•

!• may be identified with the hadronic radius R of the bag models.

This is usually taken to be about 1F( - 5 GeV ) . Recently Carlson

It has been suggested that

17)

and co-workers proposed a new value 3.2 GeV * .63 F). Our value of

I (- 1.35 F) is somewhat larger than this. There are suggestions, based
18)

on nuclear physics arguments and diffractive slope measurements , that

R should be smaller that 1 F. On the other hand for R = 3.2 GeV (and

even R = 5 GeV ) the predicted magnetic moment of the proton is too small

compared to the experimental value. Incidentally, if J? = I = 1.35 F is

used the dicrepancy is - . O.55t only! In any case, the phenomenological

implications of a geometrical structure of size "" IF should be analyzed

(independently of the bag model) formally, for example in high-energy

proton-proton elastic scattering. Moreover, *• is not necessarily to be

identified with R .

V. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

In this section we give a brief summary of the main results steming

from our fitting of hadron masses in CR. The outstanding result is that,

with the exception of the V and T , the masses of all nonstrange
s s

hadrons (which in the quark model are composed of u and d quarks only)

can be fitted very well under the ansatz

/VW -wv -I \ Sr-

- L3 -

The best fit gives the set of spectral orderB

with (universal)

1 = 1.34 F.

Our fitting scheme shows a trend which gives ue some confidence for

predicting the masses of non-strange hadrons which decay into leptons and/or

non-strange hadrons. Less accurately, we predict masses of strange hadrons

and of nonstrange ones which decay into strange ones. Incidentally, the

masses of the resonances p(1.25); ^>(2.15); N(2,10) both parities; and

4 (1.94), which are not (as of april 1984) well established resonances are

well reproduced by our fitting procedure. Moreover, this same trend
G + +

predicts that a particle with quantum numbers J (J)Cn= 0 (1) and mass

• 7.4 GeV should be seen in experiment.

Hadrons composed of cc (the f ) and bb (the T ) cannot be fitted
s s

as well as the previous ones under the same ansatz. In principle, we could

attribute the discrepancy to dynamical effects: the kinematical and

experimental masses are reasonably different so that when interactions are

taken into account, the meas shifts are expected to improve the fitting.

On the other hand, one could also conjecture that the reason the fitting

distinguishes between different classes of hadrons (those made up u-d and

those containing s, c, b) is to be found in the geometrical and group

theoretical foundations of CR. If we accept that the 5-dimensional CR

provides a good kinematical theory for the u and d flavours one could

expect that going over to a higher dimensional theory extra flavours

could be naturally accomodated In such scenario all observed hadrons,

regardless of their quark composition, would be treated on an equal footing.

This could suggest a possible geometrical interpretation for the flavour

quantum number.

Also remarkable is the observation that the leptons, since they do

not show a quasi-uniform mass spectra, can only be fitted by the kinematical

mass theory of CR if each of them is the sole member of a conformal-family.

- 14 -



Otherwise, if we put all leptons into one family then, either A) many

more leptons should appear to fill up the mass states between the e and

the JI and between the p and the t , or B) renormalization is so

strong that the quasi-uniformity, typical of Eessel functions, is washed out.

None of these possibilities appear natural at all, thus we are led to conclude

that the mass theory in CR is not compatible with leptons.

Finally, we point out that the size of X , £, , is about the same

size as the hadronic radius of the well krowi bag models. Whether this size

of structure is too large must be settled by investigating its implications

in experiments like high energy proton-proton elastic scattering. •
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TABLE 3.1

11 FAMILY

I (j}Cn = 1 (0)+

n FAMILY

mass

.14

.98

1.30

1.77

r/2
stable

.03

.20

ui FAMILY

IG(J)Cn = O~

mass

.78

1.02

1.20

1.68

3.10

3.68

3.77

4.03

4.16

4.441

9.46

10.02

10.35

10.57

r/2 parity

.005

.002

.018 +

.075

.000

.000

.012

.025

.039

.021

.000

.000

.007

.007

p FAMILY

I 5J)Cn

mass

.77

1.235

1.25

1.60

2.15

• 1 (1)+

r/2
.08

.08

.20

article

T)

n'
S»
(/

£

X

I (J)Cn = 0

mass

.55

.96

.975

1.440

1.30

3.415

N

Ul
stable

0

.02

.04

.20

FAMILY

p,n

N

N

N

N

* N

* N

I (J) = U

,94

,44

,535

,65

.71

10

r/2

stable

.20

.15

.15

.11

2.10

A FAMILY

I (J) - 3/2(3/2)

paritj

D FAMILY

IG(J)Cn = 0

mass r/2

D

E

P or X

1.285

1.42

3.51

.015

.03

-IT-

TABLE 3.2

K FAMILY

S = 1, I(J) = 1/2(0)

particle mass r/2 parity

K .50 stable

.125 +k

* K'

• k

1.3B

1.40

1.83

S

article

A

A
A

A

A

A

A

» -1,

mass

1.11

1.40
1.60
1.67
1.80
1.60

FAMILY

I(J) = 0(1/2)

r/2 par

stable i

.025

.15 H

.05

.30

,15 ^

S =

article

K*

Q

i

Q

1,

FAMILY

I(J) = 3

mass

.89

1.28

1.40

1.65

L/2(1

r/2

.03

.05

.10
9

I FAMILY

S = -1, I(J) = 1(1/2)

particle mass r /2 parity

1.19
-1.62
1.66
1.75

~1.77

stable

.1

.1

FAMILY

S - - 2, I(J) = 1/2(1/2)

particle mass r/2 parity

1.37

1.68

stable

-18-



TABLE 4.1
TABLE 4.2

Zero

i

1

2

2

3

4

particle

(mass)

? (.77)

3 (.1235)

* ?"(1.25)

?'(1.60)

»S'(2.15)

avera:ge ratio (GeV)

m e K P

l

jo,i

.32

.22

.23

.185

.18

.23

exp
mi

Jl,i

.20

.18

.18

.16

.16

.18

exp
m
i

J2,i

.150

.147

.148

.138

.145

.145

exp
mi

ji.i

.42

.23

.23

.19

.18

.25

NONSTRANGE
HADRONS

STRANGE

HADRONS

%2no~2

28.8 5.3 1.2 2.2 2.1 0.3 0.2 2.8 1.9 1.5

1.6 4.9 10.2 3.1

(*) this fit excludes the pion „ (.14)

(+) this fit excludes the * and T

this fit excludes the * and T and the resonance • (1.0Z)
s s

which decays dominan+ly into strange hadrons.

(++) this fit takes D(1.285) on the 2 member.

-19- -20-



TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 3.1 Candidates for conformal nonstrange hadron families. The

data are regrouped from ref. (15). Here the mass is in GeV;

f/2 is the half-width in GeV; the arrow —» pointing towards

a particle indicates the particle is not regarded, as of April

1964, as a well established resonance; whence the symbols

r* and ? associated with the corresponding particle.

Circled pairs are "parity twins".

Table 3.2 Conformal strange hadron families. Caption of Table 3.1 also

applies to this table.

Table 4.1 Fitting of the % -family. Recall that • signals that the

particle has not been totally confirmed as of April 1984

(cf. Table 3.1}

Table 4,2 Invariances of best fits.

-21-

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 4.1 Possible assignments of spectral orders to the (* -family

consistent with = 1. The ordinate is the ratio m, /

the numbers 1,2, etc., refering to the 1 , 2 etc., members,

respectively, are spaced arbitrarily along the abscisa but placed

at the correct value m. /^Vfti along the ordinate. Repeated

numbers indicate parity twins. The "X" marks a nonstrange hadron

which decays partially into strange hadrons. The arrow •••

indicates the particle is not regarded as of march 1964 as a well-

established resonance. The orthogonal dashed line is l/£= . 145GeV

Fig. 4.2 Fitting of spectral orders to TC ,^, N, and conformal

families Caption of f i g . 4.1 applies here. In particular, the
,,-1

horizontal dashed line /= .145 GeV

Fig. 4.3 Fitting of spectral orders to id and D-conformal families. —

Caption of fig. 4.1 applies here, the f s mark the X resonances,

and the solid lines are drawn to guide the eye over the various

fitting possibilities. Plot (g) shows the case where the lightest

nd
observed D particle is considered or the 2 member of

D-family.

Fig. 4.4 Fitting of strange hadrons. Caption of Fig. 4.1 applies here

too.

-22-
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